The PeakStream Platform:

High Productivity Software Development for Multi-Core Processors

Executive Summary
This paper discusses the PeakStream Platform, a new software development platform that offers an easy-touse stream programming model for multi-core processors, including non-traditional processors such as Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs), and the IBM CELL processor. Although using processors such as GPUs can provide dramatic
performance advantages for High Performance Computing (HPC), they can also present significant challenges for
application developers. The PeakStream Platform overcomes those challenges to provide a developer-friendly and
efficient interface for multi-core computing. This paper describes the application view of the PeakStream Platform
and offers solutions to the challenges posed. Application code samples are provided, along with comparisons
between stream programming and traditional serial programming.

1 Introduction

1.1 Overview of this Paper

Since the beginning of modern computing, most computer programs
have been written using a serial programming model. Apart from a
brief era of parallel programming in the late ‘80s on systems such
as Thinking Machines and MasPAR, serial programming has been
the predominant programming model for more than 50 years. But
with the availability of new, powerful data parallel processors, such
as the GPU, as well as the imminent arrival of highly multi-core CPUs
(possibly as many as 32 cores by 2010), the serial programming
model faces significant sailing challenges . The emerging world of
highly parallel systems requires a programming model that scales to
the new generation of parallel architectures that are already coming
onto the market.

The performance of multi-core processors, as well as the set of
issues that makes them difficult to program, is discussed in Section
2, with particular reference to GPUs.

The PeakStream Platform embodies a new parallel programming
model that we call “stream programming.” PeakStream solves the
classic challenges of parallel programming by using data arrays
for its core objects, and makes the task of distributing work across
multiple cores tractable.
The PeakStream Platform is designed for computationally intensive
applications and provides an easy-to-use abstraction that is
efficient, addresses the implementation details of various parallel
architectures transparently to applications, and enables application
portability between these architectures. So a PeakStream program
written to run on today’s GPUs, for example, will run seamlessly
on the highly multi-core Central Processing Units (CPU’s) or Cell
processors of the future, without rewriting or recompilation.
Developers can take advantage of their GPU or multi-core system
by using the PeakStream C and C++ Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs). Those APIs are implemented by libraries that
dynamically translate the API calls VM into parallel programs and
execute them. These parallel programs are optimized to generate
fast, numerically accurate code for the target platform. The
PeakStream Platform also includes debugging support and profiling
tools. In addition, it has been designed to interoperate well with
developers’ existing software development tools.
In summary, the PeakStream Platform is designed for
computationally intensive applications that want to take advantage
of the impressive performance of the new generation of multicore systems. Today GPU’s are the most highly parallel commodity
processors currently on the market, offering as much as 10x the
floating point performance of the best CPU on the market. This paper
focuses on the PeakStream model for stream programming on GPUs.

The PeakStream Platform is introduced and examined in three
sections. In Section 3, an application-level view of the platform
is provided, along with a discussion of some operational details.
Section 4 discusses the ways in which the PeakStream Platform
addresses the challenges of multi-core programming. A larger code
sample is shown in Section 5, and its performance is compared to
that of a serial implementation of the same algorithm.
Section 6 relates the PeakStream Platform to other work that
has been done to enable higher efficiency and higher productivity
programming on multi-core processors.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Multi-Core Processors
The best known multi-core processors are GPUs and the IBM
Cell Processor [Flachs05][Pham05]. Although Intel and AMD are
shipping multi-core processors, these are only dual-core and lack
the same level of challenges that both GPUs (48 cores) and CELL(8
cores) show. So most of this paper focuses on GPUs, but where
appropriate, we will make broad statements that are applicable to
the Cell Processor as well. This paper does not cover the additional
challenges that multi-core CPU programmers will face in the near
future as the number of cores per CPU accelerates.

2.1 Traditional CPU Performance and Growth Rate
Traditional “single-core” CPU performance hit a fundamental
performance limitation in early 2000 due to power and
implementation difficulties. Until this wall was reached, applications
could move seamlessly from one generation of processor to the next
and take advantage of the increased clock speed without needing
to change anything in their code. Now, however, the major CPU
manufacturers have shifted to a multi-core strategy.
High-end commodity CPUs today are dual-core x86 processors. By
the end of 2006, the first quad-core processor will ship, and by
2010, systems with more than 32 cores are projected to come to
market.
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Other computing platforms, however, have been multi-core for quite
some time. Due to the inherently parallel task of rendering pixels,
mainstream graphics processors have been designed as multi-core
processors for decades. And in contrast to the CPU, GPUs today offer
about 10x the floating point capacity of even a
dual-core CPU.

•
•
•
•
•

48 processor cores
Each core is 4-way SIMD
Each core is capable of 3 single-precision flops/clock-cycle
The compute processors operate at up to 625 MHz
Over 50 GBs/sec of external memory bandwidth

2.1.1 GPU Performance and Architecture
Today, the CPU with the best floating point performance is the
dual-core Intel Xeon 5160 which offers 48 gflops of single precision
floating point performance. In contrast, the commodity high-end
GPU offers 360 gflops of single precision floating-point performance
and more than 50 GBytes/s of bandwidth to local memory. The
computational performance growth rate for GPUs over the last few
years has exceeded 2x per year. [Hanrahan05]

2.1.2 GPU and CELL Processor Systems
Full systems incorporating GPUs and CELL Processors involve several
key architectural elements:
• A conventional CPU with one or more parallel
execution threads
• Data-parallel computational units (fragment processors on the
GPU and SIMD Processing Engines on CELL)
• Fast throughput-optimized external memory system
• Optional asynchronous DMA engine to accelerate data
transfers between the processors

2.1.2.1 IBM Cell Processor System

Memory
(32 GB)

Memory
(1 GB)

6.4 GB/sec

50 GB/sec

CPU
(eg.
Opteron)

The Cell Processor requires another interface chip in the system to
support any I/O devices. A set of XDR memories is connected directly
to the Cell Processor.

2.1.2.2 GPUs
Modern GPU systems provide a three-chip implementation. The three
key architectural elements are:
• An x86 CPU in its own chip package with memory attached either
locally or via a “Northbridge” chip.
• A “Southbridge” chip, connecting the CPU to the GPU, such as the
NVIDIA nForce 4
• A programmable GPU with locally attached memory such as the
ATI Radeon 1900 or NVIDIA GeForce 7900.

GPU

4 GB/sec

2.1.2.3 Processor Comparison
The following table compares the price, power, and performance of
current processor configurations.
Processor Comparison
CPU

GPU

Cell

Dual-Core
Xeon 5160

ATI 1900XT

IBM Cell
Processor

Memory Capacity 32 GBytes

1 GBytes

512 MBytes

Memory
Bandwidth

6 GBytes/s

50 GBytes/s

26 GBytes/s

Single-Precision
GFlop/s

48

360

256

Processor

2.1.3 Use of GPUs on HPC algorithms
Performance of GPUs running hand-crafted code to implement HPC
algorithms has been an area of substantial research. The following
table shows recent results of running HPC applications that have
been ported to GPUs. The GPU speedups are as reported by the
paper authors compared to the CPU of the day.

GPU characteristics such as the size and performance of the
locally attached GPU and the number of computation cores varies
depending on the GPU. For example, the ATI 1900XTX data-parallel
computation units have the following characteristics:



4 GB/sec

Figure 1: GPU System Diagram
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a commodity x86 system with a
high-end GPU, including the bandwidths of memory and I/O buses.

The IBM Cell Processor is a single chip implementation of a
multi-core system. [Pham05] The key architectural elements are
embedded on a single Cell Processor chip:
• The PPU, an in-order CPU based on the IBM Power architecture
• Eight SPEs, each 4-way SIMD single precision floating point
• An asynchronous DMA engine to mediate transfers for these
cases:
▫ between the PPU and SPEs
▫ between the external memory and SPEs
▫ between the eight individual SPEs
• 25 GBytes/s of external memory bandwidth

Chipset
(eg.
nForce 4)
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2.2.3 Arithmetic issues

Performance Increases
GPU speedup vs. CPU

Navier-Stokes Fluid Flow
[Scheidegger04]

16x

Black-Scholes Option Pricing
[Kolb05]

15x

Gene Sequence Match (HMMer)
[Horn05]

15x

Binomial Lattice Option Pricing
[Kolb05]

10x

Large List Sorting
[GOVINDARAJUM06]

10x

Lattice Boltzmann Fluid Flow
[Ye04]

9x

GPU math libraries have been developed for use by interactive
graphics applications, and in many cases suffer from substantial
precision errors in basic math operations. For graphics applications,
these precision errors are not noticeable since they result in
transient single-pixel errors on the real-time display, effectively
appearing as white noise. But for HPC applications, these errors
are unacceptable since they jeopardize the quality of the underlying
numerical simulation. In Figure 2, we present findings about
exp precision on a modern GPU. Error is shown relative to a CPU
implementation using IEEE 32-bit (single) floating point arithmetic.
In the PeakStream VM, we provide an exp() function with more
reasonable error characteristics for HPC applications.
Precision of exp(x)

The remainder of this paper focuses exclusively on GPUs as a
case study for the PeakStream implementation of our stream
programming platform.

2.2 GPU Programming Challenges
GPUs have a number of issues not addressed by any commercially
available software environment.

1.0E-04

GPU Native
PeakStream

1.0E-05

relative error

Applications

1.0E-06
1.0E-07
1.0E-08

2.2.1 Architecture changes

-100

For HPC application developers, the most challenging factor in
supporting GPUs is the variety and variability of those processors.
GPU hardware is still actively evolving, and highly optimized
implementations of algorithms on GPUs from year-to-year are often
completely different. The differences between the Cell Processor
and GPUs are also significant. Historically, a port to the GPU has not
ensured an easy port to Cell, for example. The lack of portability has
provided a significant barrier-to-entry for HPC application developers
who understandably want to invest in a new application development
model that will scale to multiple types of multi-core systems.

-50

100

2.2.4 Need computationally intense kernels
In order to realize the performance potential of GPUs, it is critical
to ensure that performance does not become memory-bandwidth
limited. When examining the flop/memory-access ratio (also called
computational intensity, [Brook04]) of GPUs, it is clear that GPUs
have more floating-point units available for computation-per-memoryaccess than developers are used to on CPUs, as shown on the
following table.
Memory Comparison

GPUs have very limited tools for developing HPC applications. In
particular, application-level profilers and debuggers do not exist.

GPUs do provide hardware support for performance monitoring, and
some tools to access that information. [Domine05] Common GPU
developer tools provide a visual display of performance information
while rendering graphics application frames for interactive display.
Unfortunately, they are directed at graphics applications rather than
HPC applications. In particular, they require the use of OpenGL or
DirectX, which is inappropriate for compute-based applications that
have no interactive graphical display.

50

Figure 2: Precision of exp(x)

2.2.2 Poor tool support

For graphics programming in DirectX 9, Microsoft provides support
for a debugger [Microsoft06] that can allow setting breakpoints
and examining data in simulated GPU shaders. These simulated
shaders operate entirely on the CPU, and simulate GPU shader
computations. HPC algorithms (such as FFT) can easily translate
into 20 or more GPU shaders for an algorithm. In addition, it does
not expose performance or numerical issues that might only appear
when running on real GPU hardware. Thus, debugging with simulated
shader programs is inappropriate for HPC application developers.

0

x

Xeon Dual-Core

ATI R580

Compute GFlop/s

48

360

Memory GBytes/s

6

50

4.0

7.2

Flop/(read+written bytes)

This is both a blessing and a curse. On the positive side, this
provides high peak computational performance. On the negative
side, it becomes critical on GPUs to structure computation in a way
that ensures all these FLOPS are used effectively.
The following table computes the ideal FLOP/memory-access ratio
for the ATI R580 for a simple operation with one input array and one
output array:
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Memory Comparison
Compute performance

360

GFlop/s

Memory bandwidth

50

GBytes/s

Compute/memory
transfer

7.2

flops/(read+written bytes)

8

Bytes (2 floats) read+written/
kernel

57.6

flops/kernel

Memory transfers/kernel
Compute/kernel

Thus, for the ATI R580 GPU, for a simple operation with one input
and one output, the ideal computational intensity (assuming a linear
memory access pattern) is 58. Kernels with ratios lower than this will
have performance that is memory limited. Kernels with ratios higher
than this will be compute limited. In general, the goal in developing
kernels is to maximize the computational intensity. Naively coded
kernels, by contrast, tend to be memory limited.
For a simple unary element-wise operation, like –x, this is
unachievable. The way to generate dense computational kernels
is to exploit producer-consumer locality and combine back-to-back
element-wise operations. Exploitation of producer-consumer locality
is one of the key characteristics of efficient algorithms for multi-core
processors. [Dally03]

2.2.5 Loosely coupled processor
A GPU’s data-parallel computation units operate asynchronously
from the operation of the CPU with which they are coupled. For
graphics applications, the GPU typically runs about one frame of
latency behind the CPU. For an interactive visualization application,
this means about 16 milliseconds of latency (16 msec = 1/60 of a
second, which is a typical real-time rate of display). There are good
reasons for GPUs to behave this way. In particular, it allows temporal
load balancing of the command queue between the CPU and GPU.
Graphics applications running on the CPU are typically very bursty, so
the large (16 msec) command queue is included to avoid having the
GPU “run dry” during periods when the CPU is not actively feeding
commands to the GPU. [Akeley93]

2.2.5.1 High Latency
For our purposes, we view the GPU as a loosely coupled, high latency
device. For good performance, the CPU must send a significant
queue of work to the GPU for execution, and write it in a way that is
latency-tolerant. This has led us to the design decision to disallow
direct CPU access to data structures on the compute units on the
GPU. Doing so would require that we operate the CPU and GPU in
tight synchrony, which would destroy the performance advantages of
the GPU.

2.2.5.2 High CPU/GPU Synchronization Costs
Reading data from the GPU back to the CPU is expensive. It requires
that the GPU complete the computations that are queued for its
execution which can often take tens of milliseconds, depending
on how many commands are queued up for the GPU. Shortening
the GPU command queue does not help because it just creates
CPU/GPU temporal load balancing problems, as previously
described. Synchronizing the CPU and GPU also has the undesirable
consequence of forcing the GPU to momentarily “run dry,” creating a



window where the computational cycles on the GPU are completely
wasted, until the CPU can queue some future commands for it.
To address this issue, we have structured the PeakStream Platform
so that we can move an entire chain of computations to the GPU.
By moving these computations to the GPU, the need to move data
frequently between the processors and incur synchronization costs
is reduced.

3 The PeakStream Platform
The PeakStream Platform is a comprehensive application
development platform designed to maximize the floating point
power of multi-core processors such as GPUs. It consists of four
major components: the PeakStream APIs, the PeakStream VM, the
PeakStream Profiler, and the PeakStream Debugger.
The structure of the PeakStream Platform is presented in this
section, along with a description of several of the important features
of the platform.

3.1 Structure of PeakStream Platform applications
Figure 3 shows the structure of an application interacting with the
PeakStream Platform.

HPC
Application

PeakStream
Debugger

PeakStream
Virtual Machine

PeakStream
Profiler

GPU
Figure 3: Application using the PeakStream Platform
The application is coded to use the PeakStream APIs, and linked
against the PeakStream Virtual Machine (VM) libraries. The libraries
handle all of the details of interaction with the processor. When the
application uses the PeakStream APIs to perform mathematical
operations, e.g., addition or use of math library functions like exp,
those API calls are processed by the Virtual Machine. The Virtual
Machine then creates optimized parallel kernels that are executed
on the processor. The application must use explicit I/O calls (read
and write) to move data into and out of the VM.

3.2 Array Data Types and Operations
The primary data type presented to the application developer by the
PeakStream APIs is the Array. Arrays come in several flavors, most
notably:
• Arrayf32: dense 32-bit (IEEE single) floating point elements.
• Arrayf64: dense 64-bit (IEEE double) floating point elements.
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Arrays can represent scalar (1x1), vector (Nx1), and 2-Dimensional
or matrix (MxN) data. All operations provided by the PeakStream APIs
operate on arrays. Static type checking is performed based on array
types and dynamic checking and error reporting is used to signal
errors such as array size mismatches or use of invalid array values.
All of the basic arithmetic operations, e.g., addition, multiplication,
etc., can be performed on arrays. In most cases, these are
performed element-wise, i.e., the corresponding elements of two
arrays will be added or multiplied to produce a result array that
has the same size as the inputs. Scalars are implicitly converted
to 1D and 2-D arrays for use in element-wise operations, yielding
semantics that are similar to those provided by Matlab and
Fortran 90.
In addition to the basic arithmetic operations, PeakStream
provides a substantial math library. It includes transcendental and
trigonometric functions that operate on arrays, as well as matrix
and vector reduction and manipulation functions. Advanced intrinsic
functions including matrix multiplication, LU-decomposition, and
convolution are also provided.

3.3 Just-in-Time / Dynamic Translation
As mentioned previously, applications use the PeakStream APIs to
specify mathematical operations to be performed on arrays. The VM
translates those operations dynamically into parallel programs, on a
Just-in-Time (JIT) basis. Use of arrays as the fundamental data type
in the PeakStream Platform, coupled with dynamic translation of
programs, has the effect of decoupling the application programming
model from the programming model of the processor being used.
The VM has detailed knowledge of the specific processor being used
(GPU/CELL/CPU). It performs optimizations necessary to make the
application’s array-based code perform well, providing results with
adequate precision and accuracy.
Note that actual computation is decoupled from the application
API calls to the VM. Computation is typically deferred until a
computationally intense parallel kernel can be created, or until the
application needs to read the computed data. Best performance will
be achieved by applications that can perform lots of computation on
array data between reads of the computed results.

3.4 PeakStream Platform Headers and Libraries
The PeakStream Platform supports use of the C and C++ languages
for application development. Language bindings to platform
operations are provided by a set of header files and shared libraries.
The goal of the PeakStream APIs is to enable developers the ability
to express parallel computations in a natural, easy-to-use manner. As
such, there are some differences between the C and C++ APIs. The
two sets of APIs, however, can interoperate and can be used at the
same time by an application.

3.4.1 “peakstream.h” Header File
There is one header for application use, “peakstream.h.” It defines
the PeakStream APIs for C and C++, specifically:
• The array datatypes and operations, as described previously,
• I/O operations, which move data into and out of PeakStream
Arrays,

• Memory allocation interfaces, which allocate memory to be used
for efficient I/O,
• Random number generation interfaces,
• Debugging and support interfaces, and
• Error handling interfaces.

The PeakStream C++ bindings, along with brief examples of their
use, are presented in sections 3.5.

3.4.2 PeakStream Platform Libraries
A PeakStream application links against the PeakStream VM libraries.
These are dynamically linked libraries, with a stable Application
Binary Interface (ABI). This means that the application does not need
to be recompiled or relinked when a new version of the PeakStream
VM is released.
Taken together, the use of array data types for computation, the use
of dynamic translation, and the use of a stable dynamically linked
library ABI, present an interesting proposition for the application
developer. Specifically, an application developer can port code once
to the PeakStream Platform, and use it on whatever processors the
Platform supports, including future generations of processors that
did not exist when the application was written.

3.5 C++ Interfaces
The PeakStream C++ API is tailored to support common C++ idioms.
Arrays are represented by C++ objects, and operator overloading
is used extensively to support a style of programming familiar to
C++ developers. Array memory is managed via object creation and
destruction and leads to a very natural programming style.

3.5.1 C++ Interface Example
The following example shows a simple C++ code snippet that uses
the PeakStream APIs to calculate the dot product of two vectors and
return the resulting value. Dot product is calculated by multiplying
the pairs of elements at the same positions in the two input arrays,
then summing the result of those multiplications. The result is a
single scalar value.
#include <peakstream.h>
using namespace SP;
Arrayf32 dot_product_cxx(const Arrayf32& a,
const Arrayf32& b)
{
return sum(a * b, SP_ALL_DIMS);
}
In this example, the multiplication “a * b” is performed using an
overloaded operator* that operates on PeakStream Array types.
Likewise, the sum function is overloaded to support the array types.
Note that the result is returned as a PeakStream Array that contains
a scalar value. and enables the result to be used efficiently by
subsequent computations on the processor.
Also note that in this example, a temporary array is allocated and
deallocated. The result of the multiplication “a * b” is allocated
and deallocated automatically on behalf of the application by the
C++ compiler.
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3.6 PeakStream Platform Tools
The PeakStream Platform provides several tools for application
developers. It includes an execution profiler and profile analyzer
which can show where application cycles are being spent.
Debugger interfaces are also provided and facilitate examination of
PeakStream Arrays as they are being created and computed by the
application.

3.6.1 Profiling Tools
The PeakStream VM can be configured to generate execution
profiles while a PeakStream application is running. These execution
profiles record the application’s I/O to and from the GPU, GPU time
consumed by the application or idle, CPU time used to generate
parallel programs, etc. Resource consumption is attributed back to
application source lines and to PeakStream API calls within each
application source line.
An offline profile analysis tool can be used to generate gprof-style
[FSF06] profiling reports from the saved profile data. The reports
include application source code call points and the PeakStream API
functions that are invoked, as well as per-function and cumulative
resource consumption information. Most importantly, the profiler
reports include data that can be used to identify two important GPU
performance bottlenecks: excessive I/O, and parallel kernels that do
not include enough computation to make full use of the processor.
Once these bottlenecks are identified by the Profiler, the application
developer can tune an application for optimal performance.

3.6.2 Debugging Interfaces
The PeakStream Platform includes several debugging interfaces that
can be used to examine PeakStream Array data while debugging
an application program. These are provided as scripts and
functions and can be invoked from the debuggers supported by the
PeakStream Platform.
Although debugger support for examining array data may seem
straightforward, there are several issues that make doing so more
complex when GPUs are involved.
First and foremost, the PeakStream Array data may not have been
computed immediately when requested. GPUs are asynchronous,
so there’s no guarantee that the computation to generate the data
will have completed when the debugger needs the data. In addition,
the VM buffers computation to produce more computationally
intense, parallel kernels, and so computation of the result might
not even have been started when the result is requested. The VM
must therefore ensure that the data is available when the debugger
requests it.
Second, even if the array data has been computed, it may only exist
in GPU memory. That memory is far away from the debugger that
is actually debugging the application – typically across an I/O bus
– that the debugger has no built-in facility to access. The VM must
move data as necessary so that it is accessible
to the debugger.
In addition to those two problems, the VM has to take care to not
perturb normal system operation to supply values to the debugger.
The debugger may request data from an array that would not even
be computed during normal operation. For instance, computation
of temporary values will normally be folded into other operations



being performed on the GPU, and the temporary values will never be
output. In that case, the VM must be able to provide the value that
would be computed, while not disturbing the normal computations
requested by the application.

4 Solutions to GPU Issues
As discussed earlier, application developers who want to harness the
computational power of GPUs may have to work around a number of
difficult issues. This section describes how the PeakStream Platform
overcomes those technical challenges.

4.1 Software Stability when Processor
Architecture Changes
First of all, because of its basic architecture, the PeakStream
Platform insulates application developers from the architectural
complexity of GPUs. Application developers never interact with the
GPU directly, and instead use the APIs that are implemented by the
PeakStream VM.
The PeakStream VM transforms application API calls so that they
generate optimized, target-specific code for whatever multi-core
processor is in use. This transformation can take into account
optimal parallel kernel size, and can make use of optimized library
routines.
Because PeakStream guarantees a stable ABI across multiple
platform versions, applications can move to new versions of the
PeakStream Platform without recompiling. So applications can
ultimately use any processor hardware supported by the latest
version of the VM without recompilation.
There is some overhead implicit in use of dynamic code generation.
To keep this from adversely affecting application performance,
the VM employs extensive caching so that commonly used code
sequences can execute with very low overhead.

4.2 Tool Support and Compatibility
The PeakStream Platform provides important tools needed by
application developers and verifies compatibility with third-party
development tools.
As discussed in Section 3.6, the PeakStream Platform includes
debugging tools that are geared toward HPC application
development and profiling tools that can analyze the I/O and
compute hot-spots related to the application’s use of the GPU. These
tools are the primary tools that an application developer needs to
achieve high performance from any multi-core processor.
In addition, the PeakStream Platform has been designed to work
with third-party tools and libraries. Industry-standard compilers,
including gcc, Visual C++, and Intel CC are supported, as are the
corresponding debuggers. Interoperability with communication
libraries and other math libraries, e.g., common MPI libraries
and the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL), is also a feature of the
PeakStream Platform. This allows developers to maintain their
existing communication system and do piece-wise conversion of
their applications to use the PeakStream APIs for computation.
Finally, interoperability with software development and analysis tools
such as CCov, gcov, and VTune [Intel03] has been designed into the
PeakStream Platform so that application developers can find the hot
spots in their code once compute is no longer their main cycle sink.
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4.3 Accurate Mathematical Library Support
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, native GPU math libraries may not
support the accuracy necessary for use in HPC applications. Part
of the work in porting the PeakStream VM to each new multi-core
target is examining the native math library and creating optimized,
accurate replacement math library routines as needed.
Figure 2 shows the accuracy of a typical GPU native math library
function, along with the accuracy of the corresponding version
created for the PeakStream VM. Virtually all of the GPU math
library functions that were studied, including the transcendental
and trigonometric functions, had similar accuracy issues. All were
similarly improved for use in the PeakStream VM. Clearly, the ability
of the PeakStream Platform to provide functions that work “out of
the box” is of great benefit to the application developer.

4.4 Computationally intense GPU kernels
In order to be effective, GPU kernels need to have substantially
greater computational intensity than traditional serial CPU code. In
order to achieve this type of computational intensity when coding
directly for a particular multi-core target, an application developer
would have to analyze the application code carefully and break it into
the right number of computational kernels. This optimization would
have to stay within per-kernel limits on resource consumption and
instruction count. These limits vary between different processors
such as the ATI R580 and the IBM CELL. While this is possible, it is
very time consuming, especially in the absence of an ecosystem of
supported performance analysis tools. Further, it does not port well
from one processor to another.
The PeakStream VM creates computationally intense parallel kernels
automatically for the application developer. Application developers
write simple, mathematical functions as described in the examples
in Sections 3 and 5. When the application runs, the VM looks at the
set of operations performed by the application. The PeakStream VM
automatically fuses operations together into computationally intense
parallel kernels. Because the VM does this dynamically, based on
the processor in use, it can create optimal kernels for whatever
processor is available. [Chan05][Riffel04]

data movement. These threads allow the application to continue its
work – while in parallel – the VM handles compilation of programs
and asynchronous communication with the stream processor.

4.6 I/O cost analysis
Not all costs related to I/O with a GPU can be eliminated. But to
achieve best performance, movement of data between the CPU
and the GPU must be kept to a minimum. The PeakStream Platform
encourages careful management of data movement in two ways:
explicit interfaces and I/O analysis tools.
The PeakStream APIs include explicit data movement interfaces
that move data between application arrays and PeakStream Arrays.
The write operation copies application data into a PeakStream
Array where it may be used for GPU computation. Similarly, the read
operation reads data out of a PeakStream Array into an application
array. Both read and write are capable of performing common
scatter/gather operations to allow application flexibility in the way
that they manage their data. Use of explicit APIs for I/O encourages
the application developer to be cognizant of the I/O being done by
the application.
As mentioned in Section 3.6.1, the PeakStream Profiler includes
the ability to analyze application I/O to the GPU. Using the Profiler,
an application developer can very quickly identify GPU I/O in
the program, but more importantly, he can prioritize it so that
performance issues due to excessive I/O can be quickly resolved.

5 Examples of using the PeakStream APIs
A primary advantage of using the PeakStream Platform is that it
enhances developer productivity and reduces time-to-solution for
solving computationally intensive problems such as monte carlo
simulations of fixed income derivatives on Wall Street, or seismic
migration within the energy sector. There is a growing realization
in the HPC development community that improving developer
productivity is increasingly important. [Kepner04] In this section,
we walk through a sample application written in a serial fashion
compared to an implementation using the PeakStream Platform.

5.1 Monte Carlo options pricing source code

4.5 Progressive Evaluation
The PeakStream VM hides the latency inherent in the loosely
coupled GPU system architecture by allowing the application to
continue while computation is being performed by the GPU. As
discussed in Section 3.3, compilation and execution of parallel
kernels is decoupled from application API calls. That is, the
application may make an API call to add two arrays, and this will be
executed some time later, just in time to return the needed result
data back to the application. We call this feature of the platform
“progressive evaluation”.
Progressive evaluation allows for latency hiding. The application
can issue a large number of compute requests into the VM and
can continue processing other application work while the VM is
performing the computations. That application work may include I/O
(e.g., talking to other nodes in a compute cluster), or may include the
generation of more compute work for the VM to process later.
To exploit the multiple CPUs common in today’s HPC systems, the
VM employs multiple threads to handle compilation, execution, and

Monte Carlo simulation is often used in financial markets to
calculate the price of the stock option. The following source code
sample shows an example of a traditional serialized code using the
Intel MKL library [Intel04].
float sum1
= 0.0;
float deltat
= T/N;
float muDeltat =
(rate-div-0.5*vol*vol)*deltat;
float volSqrtDeltat = vol*sqrt(deltat);
VSLStreamStatePtr stream;
float *deviate = new float[M];
float *tmp
= new float[M];
vslNewStream(&stream, VSL_BRNG_MRG32K3A,
1);
for(int j=0; j<M; j++)
tmp[j] = 0.0f;
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for(int i=0; i<N; i++) {
vsRngGaussian(
VSL_METHOD_SGAUSSIAN_BOXMULLER2,
stream, M, deviate, 0.0f, 1.0f );
for(int j=0; j<M; j++) {
tmp[j] += deviate[j];
}
}
sum1 = 0.0;
float factr = log(price) + N * muDeltat;
for (j = 0; j<M; j++ ) {
float lnS1 = factr + volSqrtDeltat
* (tmp[j]);
float lnS2 = factr + volSqrtDeltat
* (-tmp[j]);
float S1 = exp(lnS1);
float S2 = exp(lnS2);
sum1 += 0.5*(max(0,S1-strike)
+ max(0,S2-strike));
}
return (exp(-rate*T)*sum1/M);

5.2 Monte Carlo options pricing using
stream programming
The following source code sample shows the same algorithm
using the PeakStream stream programming model. Note that the
PeakStream version is simple to read and understand.
float deltat
= T/N;
float muDeltat =
(rate-div-0.5*vol*vol)*deltat;
float volSqrtDeltat = vol*sqrt(deltat);
Arrayf32 meanSP; // result
{
RNGf32 rng_hndl(SP_RNG_CEICG12M6, 0);
Arrayf32 U = Arrayf32::zeros( M );
for(int i=0; i<N; i ++) {
U += rng_normal_make(rng_hndl, M);
}
Arrayf32 values;
{
float factr = log(price) + N * muDeltat;
Arrayf32 lnS1 = factr + volSqrtDeltat*U;
Arrayf32 lnS2 = factr + volSqrtDeltat*(-U);
Arrayf32 S1 = exp(lnS1);
Arrayf32 S2 = exp(lnS2);
values = (0.5 * (max( 0,S1-strike )
+ max( 0, S2-strike) ) * exp( -rate*T ));
}
meanSP = mean( values );
}
return(meanSP.read_scalar());



6 Related work
There is no standard, universally accepted programming approach
for multi-core processors. On CPUs, OpenMP is often used as a
parallel approach, but it is recognized as being an overly complex
programming model that is limited to thread-parallel processors. In
addition:
• Because using multi-core processors such as GPUs for
computation is relatively new, their programming tools are
correspondingly immature.
• GPU and CELL programming approaches have been applicationspecific, targeting graphics, multimedia, or signal processing.
• GPU programming languages also have been architecturespecific. The architectures of GPUs are very diverse, both in
the types of the parallelism they support and in their memory
hierarchies. Each typically supports multiple forms of parallelism,
including traditional SIMD, 4-way SIMD instructions large-scale
and small-scale multi-threading, superscalar, and VLIW. Memory
systems of GPUs and CELL offer different combinations and
configurations of direct access to shared memory, DMA access
to shared memory, local memories, caches, and long and short
vector registers.

6.1 Commercial GPU Shader Languages
Graphics developers program modern GPUs with either OpenGL
[OpenGL05] or Microsoft Direct3D [DX9SDK] APIs, using software
drivers provided by the GPU vendors. OpenGL and Direct3D refer to
GPU programs as shaders. These APIs are very similar, and provide
two fundamental pieces of functionality, an API for compiling and
executing shader programs and an API for traditional graphics
functionality, such as rendering triangles, points, and quadrilaterals,
loading texture maps, etc. Shader programs are executed on each
pixel as triangle rendering generates them for subsequent display.
Shader programs may either be written in C-like languages, such
as Cg [Mark03,Fernando03], HLSL [Peeper03], and GLSL [Rost04],
or may be programmed with cross-platform pseudo-assembly
languages, such as OpenGL ARB_Fragment_Program and Direct3D
Shader Model Assembly. All of these shader languages share a
number of common features:
• They provide an explicitly data-parallel programming model,
not unlike MPL [Maspar91], where the developer manages
parallelism and communication manually. This provides
challenges for application developers.
• They are low-level languages that directly expose the features
and limitations of the underlying hardware. They do not virtualize
any hardware resources, so when a program would exceed
any architectural limitations, such as the number of available
registers or the maximum program size, it fails to compile. As
such, code written for one GPU under these languages requires
substantial rewriting to get all the benefits of another GPU.

6.2 GPU Software Research Efforts
Over the years, the research community has produced a number of
interesting software projects targeting GPUs, some of which share
common features with the PeakStream Platform.
None of these projects is widely used in industry, however,
because they are not supported (or, in some cases, not available),
or are not commercial quality in terms of features, robustness,
and interoperability. They do not provide error-handling
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facilities, debugger and profiling support, numerically accurate
implementations of transcendental functions, nor libraries of parallel
numerical algorithms (e.g., matrix multiplication). Because the
device interfaces and native instruction-set architectures of GPUs
are not generally publicly available, they all use the aforementioned
commercial GPU APIs and shading languages internally to execute
on GPUs.

6.2.1 Sh
The pioneering Sh system from the University of Waterloo offers
C and C++ APIs similar to the PeakStream APIs and was the
first library to target GPUs using dynamic program generation.
Not only does it primarily target graphics applications, but it
provides little abstraction over the commercial shader languages
and does not address most of the issues discussed in section 2
[McCool02,McCool04]. It is therefore deemed less suitable for use in
HPC applications.

6.2.2 Brook
The Brook language from Stanford University is a highly restrictive,
implicitly parallel C-like language that makes streams and elementwise computational kernels explicit. Brook was intended for
multimedia processing and high-performance computing [Buck04].
Unfortunately, due to its restrictive programming paradigm, some
communication-intensive algorithms that could achieve high
performance on today’s GPUs, such as LU decomposition, are
difficult to express using Brook. Moreover, new languages rarely gain
widespread acceptance because they force developers to learn the
new paradigm and syntax and to use new compilers and related
tools, which most developers consider undesirable.

6.3 Cell
Current commercial and open-source software for Cell simply
provides basic compilers for its PowerPC and SPE cores and libraries
to perform communication, synchronization, and basic programmanagement functions (e.g., starting programs) [CellProgDev].
Separate programs must be written for the PowerPC and SPEs,
and spreading work across the eight SPEs is left entirely to the
programmer. Even coping with the stringent local-memory limitations
of the SPEs, for example, by loading code and data on-demand, must
be done manually.
However, Cell provides a more conventional architecture than
GPUs. It is essentially a tightly coupled distributed-memory multicore processor with short-vector instructions similar to those
implemented by CPUs [Flachs05]. Consequently, more traditional
compiler technology can be applied to Cell. IBM Research has
adapted IBM’s XL product compiler to generate parallel programs for
Cell from a single source program [Eichenberger05]. This compiler is
not yet a product, however.

shortcomings of non-traditional processors such as the GPU through
advanced portable VM technology and optimization techniques. We
have shown how the PeakStream Platform addresses the limitations
in programming multi-core systems by providing well-designed APIs,
portability between processors, a commercial-quality mathematical
library, and useful development tools.
©COPYRIGHT 2006-2007 by PeakStream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Patents pending.
PeakStream and Progressive Evaluation are trademarks of PeakStream Inc. in the
United States and/or other jurisdictions. All other marks and names mentioned herein
may be trademarks of their respective companies.
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Essentials of PeakStream C++ Programming

peakstream.h
imports all PeakStream Classes

PeakStream classes & functions
have their own namespace “SP::”

All data is expressed in the
form of Arrays of 32 or 64 bit
floating point numbers

# include <peakstream.h>
using namespace SP;
...
...
int Conj_Grad_GPU_PS(int N, float *cpuA, float *cpux, float *cpub)
{
int iter;
“make” and “write” functions
Arrayf32 x = Arrayf32::zeros(N);
move data into Stream Arrays
{
Arrayf32 A = Arrayf32::make2(N, N, cpuA); for processing on the GPU
Arrayf32 b = Arrayf32::make1(N, cpub);
Arrayf32 residuals = b - matmul(A, x) ;
Arrayf32 p = residuals;
Arrayf32 newRR = dot_product(residuals, residuals);

Operator overloading converts
C++ operators into data
parallel operators

for (iter = 0; iter < N; iter++) {
Arrayf32 oldRR = newRR;
Arrayf32 newX, newP, newResiduals;
Arrayf32 Ap = matmul(A, p);
Arrayf32 dp = dot_product(p, Ap);
newX = x + p * oldRR / dp;
newResiduals = residuals - Ap * oldRR / dp;
newRR = dot_product(newResiduals, newResiduals);
newP = newResiduals + p * newRR / oldRR;

PeakStream API’s are designed
to look like common Intel
MKL, Fortran, and Matlab

p = newP;
residuals = newResiduals;
float oldRRcpu = oldRR.read_scalar();
if( oldRRcpu <= TOLERANCE) {
break;
}
x = newX;

Stream arrays are
automatically deallocated
when they pass out of scope.

}
}
x.read1(cpux, N * sizeof(float));
return iter;

Stream arrays are opaque
handles. Array data is copied
back to system memory by
using “read” calls

}
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